[Screening specific recognition motif of RNA-binding proteins by SELEX in combination with next-generation sequencing technique].
RNA-binding protein exerts important biological function by specifically recognizing RNA motif. SELEX (Systematic evolution of ligands by exponential enrichment), an in vitro selection method, can obtain consensus motif with high-affinity and specificity for many target molecules from DNA or RNA libraries. Here, we combined SELEX with next-generation sequencing to study the protein-RNA interaction in vitro. A pool of RNAs with 20 bp random sequences were transcribed by T7 promoter, and target protein was inserted into plasmid containing SBP-tag, which can be captured by streptavidin beads. Through only one cycle, the specific RNA motif can be obtained, which dramatically improved the selection efficiency. Using this method, we found that human hnRNP A1 RRMs domain (UP1 domain) bound RNA motifs containing AGG and AG sequences. The EMSA experiment indicated that hnRNP A1 RRMs could bind the obtained RNA motif. Taken together, this method provides a rapid and effective method to study the RNA binding specificity of proteins.